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ABSTRACT 
An iterative procedure is presented for the solution of the matrix equation 
XA + BX + C = 0 for complex matrices A, B, and C. Known iterative solution 
techniques, converging when A and B are stable, follow as special cases of this 
general formulation. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The importance of the matrix equation 
xA+l?x+c=o 0) 
in linear systems theory and optimal control theory (B = AT) is well known. 
Its efficient numerical solution has been extensively studied [l-6]. Explicit 
solutions in terms of contour integrals were provided in [7J. Nearly twenty 
years ago, iterative procedures were constructed which generate sequences of 
matrices converging to the solution of (1) when A and B are stable (having 
eigenvalues with negative real parts) [l-4]. More recently, for quite general 
real A, B, and C, noniterative algorithms based upon Schur decompositions 
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have been developed [5, 61. These direct, eigenreduction based methods 
provide effective numerical solution algorithms. 
This paper presents a unifying theory for the iterative solution of (1) for 
complex matrices A, B, and C. The iterative techniques cited above for 
stable A and B are realized as special cases of this more general formulation. 
The results discussed here have not yet yielded improved numerical solution 
algorithms. However, prior to this work, a comprehensive theory for under- 
standing iterative solution techniques has not been available. 
II. ITERATIVE METHODS 
Let A, B, and C in (1) be complex matrices of dimensions n X n, m X m, 
and m x n respectively. Let u( *) denote the matrix spectrum. It is well 
known that (1) has a unique m X n solution X if and only if the following 
condition is satisfied: 
hi + pj # 0 for all Xi E U(A) and all CLj E e(B). (2) 
The iterative schemes presented in [l-3] rely upon first transforming (1) 
into an equivalent form 
x=uxv+w. (3) 
Then, as shown in [2], if p(U,)p(V) < 1, Equation (3) can be iterated to 
converge using the acceleration formula 
X k+l= u”“x,v”“+ x,, x,=w. (4 
Here p( .) denotes the spectral radius and X, + X in spectral norm (hence 
elementwise) as k --, co. For A and B stable, two interesting such algorithms 
are specified through (4) by choosing: 
u=eah, V=&h, W = jheB’CeA’dt, h > 0, (Al) 
0 
which yields a straightforward generalization of Algorithm 8 in [3]; or, 
U=(qZ-B)-‘(qz+@, V=(qZ+A)(oZ-A)-‘, 
W=2q(qZ-B)-‘C(qZ-A)-‘, 4 ’ 6, tw 
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I an identity matrix of appropriate dimensions. Algorithm (A2), developed in 
[l] and [2], has been discussed by many authors. 
III. THE GENERAL SOLUTION TECHNIQUE 
An iterative scheme (4) for matrices A and B satisfying (2) will now be 
presented. Specifically, we wiIl show: If f(z) = C&,a,z k is a complex power 
series converging for ) z I< R and satisfying 
R > P(A), R ’ P(B), (Cl) 
f(A)-‘exists, (C2) 
P(f(A)-')df(-B)) <I, (C3) 
then, provided (2) is satisfied, (1) may be transformed into the equivalent 
equation 
X=f( -B)Xf(A)-‘+Qf(A)-‘, (5) 
where 
Q = f a/c&, ‘&+I= -BQk-CAk, Q1= -C. (6) 
k=l 
From this it follows that the iteration formula 
X k+l=f(-B)2kXkf(A)-2L+Xk, &=Qf@-' (7) 
generates the unique solution to (1). 
Note that algorithm (Al) above follows from (7) by choosing 
f(+ g $fznze-hy R=CO. 
k=O * 
In this case, Qf(A)-’ in (5) is the Taylor series expansion of W (see [3]). 
Thus, (Al) solves (1) whenever p(eAh)p(eBh) < 1. In particular, (Al) is valid 
when A and B are stable. 
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Algorithm (A2) results from choosing 
k 
q-2 Zk= - 
q+z’ I4 < I4 
To see this, let U, V, and W be as in (A2) with A and B stable, and let 
F(q) = UXV + W, X the unique solution of (1) for given q. Observe that 
(Cl)-(C3) hold for real q > R = max{ p(A), p(B)}. Thus (5) holds, and 
hence (3) holds; that is, F(q) = X for q > R. [Here f(M) = (qZ + M)-‘(ql 
- M) if p(M) < q, M a square matrix, and one easily checks that Wf(A) = 
Q.] Since the components Fij(q) of F(q) are analytic functions of q in the 
connected domain D = {q E Q=: q # Xi, q # pj}, we have F(q) = X for all 
q E D. Thus, for all real q > 0, (3) holds, and hence algorithm (A2) solves (I), 
since p(U)p(V) < 1. 
IV. VERIFICATION OF THE SOLUTION TECHNIQUE 
THEOREM 1. For A, B satisfying (2) and a&tray C, if X is the unique 
solution of (l), then, for any t Z 0, X is a solution of the matrix equution 
Xe*‘- e -BtX= _ e-Bt 
/ 
teB~~eAr&a 
0 
Proof. Since Z(s) = - eBsCeAs solves 
dZ 
ds = ZA + BZ, Z(0) = -C, 
it follows that 
-eBSCeAS+C= ‘Z’(T)dT 
j 0 
= J 0 ‘Z r drA + B j’Z(7)d.r 0 0 
Thus, from (1) and (9), 
(9) 
e -Bs~~-As+~-BsBx~-As 
=-_e -Bsce-As 
=-_e -Bs dTAe_*‘- eeBsB 
j 
‘Z(T) dTe-*’ - C, 
0 
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so that 
$ [ - e-BsXe-AS] = $ [ ePBS/09Z(r) dre-*“I. (10) 
Integrating (10) from 0 to t gives (8). n 
Since eeBt and eAt may have eigenvalues in common (even though 
Ai + pi # 0), (8) could have multiple solutions. In any event, we have 
COROLLARY 1. Zf X solves (1) uniquely, then X is a solution of 
XAk+( -1) ‘+rBkX =Qk (11) 
for k >, 0, Qk defined in (6), Qa = 0. 
Proof. Differentiate (8) repeatedly with respect to t and evaluate at 
t = 0. n 
THEOREM 2. Let f(z) = CpSOakzk be chosen so that conditions (Cl), 
(C2), and (C3) are satisfied. Then, if X solves (1) uniquely, X is the unique 
solution of 
Xf(A) - f( - B)X = Q. 02) 
Furthermore, X is the limit of X, in (7). 
Proof, Multiplying (11) by ak and summing on k shows that X solves 
(12); in particular, Q in (6) exists. For uniqueness, note that a( f(A)) = 
{f(xi)lAiEm(A)~ ad a( - f( - B)) = { - f( - pj)}pi’ o(B)’ Ah 4f(A)-‘) 
= {l/f(‘i)) Xi E a(A)' Suppose f(hi) - f( - pj) = 0, fixed i and j. Then 
p(f(-B))p(f(A)-')hlf(hr)I.~='y 
I 
contradicting (C3). Thus, X solves (12) uniquely. 
It follows that X solves (5) uniquely and is therefore the limit of Xk in (7). 
n 
THEOREM 3. Given matrices A and B satisfying (2), there exists a 
polynomial f(z) satisfying conditions (Cl), (C2), and (C3). 
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Proof Let pA( z) and p _ a( z) denote the characteristic polynomials of A 
and - B respectively. Set f(z) = clpA( z) + czp_,( z) for positive constants 
ci and ca. For Xi E a(A), p j E a(B), since Xi + p j Z 0, we have f(X,) = 
cap-s(&) # 0 and f( - pj) = clpA( -_cL~) Z 0. In particular, f(A)-’ exists. 
Choose cl < I/max,,, ,,(s){ IpA( - cLj)l] and c2 > I/mini, E o(Aj 
{ ]p_s(hi)]}. Then p(f(A)-‘)p(f( - B)) < 1, and the theorem follows. n 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has presented a unified theory for the iterative solution of the 
matrix equation (1). The recursion formula (7) together with the polynomial 
f(z) of Theorem 3 provides a concise theoretical algorithm for solving (1) for 
quite general matrices A and B. Many other choices for f(z) are possible. 
For example, one can easily construct interpolating polynomials which place 
the eigenvalues of A and - B at any locations which insure that conditions 
(C2) and (C3) are satisfied. 
From a computational point of view, the overhead associated with the 
construction of characteristic or interpolating polynomials as discussed above 
is excessive. For this reason, when A and B are stable (the most common 
case in linear control theory), the transformations f(z) providing algorithms 
(Al) and (A2) yield the most attractive iterative procedures presently avail- 
able. The actual eigenvalues of A and B do not need to be determined in 
order to insure that (Cl)-(C3) are satisfied. Even so, the implementation of 
these algorithms requires the inversion of matrices, a significant computa- 
tional expense, and the convergence characteristics are sensitive to values 
assigned to the parameters o and h. To date, eigenreduction based methods 
like those of References [5] and [6] re p resent the most efficient numerical 
solution procedures. Hopefully, the theory presented here will provide the 
possibility for developing competitive iterative algorithms. 
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